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Choanoflagellates are unicellular eukaryotes that are ubiquitous in aquatic habitats. They have a single
flagellum that creates a flow toward a collar filter composed of filter strands that extend from the cell. In
one common group, the loricate choanoflagellates, the cell is suspended in an elaborate basket-like structure,
the lorica, the function of which remains unknown. Here, we use Computational Fluid Dynamics to explore
the possible hydrodynamic function of the lorica. We use the choanoflagellate Diaphaoneca grandis as a
model organism. It has been hypothesized that the function of the lorica is to prevent refiltration (flow
recirculation) and to increase the drag and, hence, increase the feeding rate and reduce the swimming speed.
We find no support for these hypotheses. On the contrary, motile prey are encountered at a much lower
rate by the loricate organism. The presence of the lorica does not affect the average swimming speed, but it
suppresses the lateral motion and rotation of the cell. Without the lorica, the cell jiggles from side to side
while swimming. The unsteady flow generated by the beating flagellum causes reversed flow through the
collar filter that may wash away captured prey while it is being transported to the cell body for engulfment.
The lorica substantially decreases such flow, hence it potentially increases the capture efficiency. This may
be the main adaptive value of the lorica.

Keywords: Choanoflagellates, Lorica, Low Reynolds number flow, CFD, Microswimmers, Filter feeders

I. INTRODUCTION

Choanoflagellates are filter feeders and an important
component of microbial foodwebs [1–3]. They share an-
cestry with animals and have remarkably common char-
acteristics with the choanocytes of sponges [4]. Dur-
ing the past century, choanoflagellates have been sub-
ject to numerous studies with the goal of understand-
ing the evolution of multicellularity in animals [5, 6].
Like other microswimmers, choanoflagellates live in a
low Reynolds number world that is dominated by fric-
tion and very different from the inertia-dominated world
of macroswimmers [7, 8]. This is important to these
purely heterotrophic organisms that rely exclusively on
prey captured from a very dilute suspension, requiring
them to daily clear a volume of water corresponding to
one million times their own body volume [9].
Choanoflagellates are equipped with a single flagel-

lum that creates a flow toward the collar filter where
bacteria-sized prey are retained on the microvilli tenta-
cles. Some choanoflagellates (over 150 species) construct
a very ornate extra-cellular basket-like structure, known
as lorica [3] (Figure 1). We shall focus on the loricate
choanoflagellate Diaphanoeca grandis that has a flagel-
lum beating in a plane and a collar filter consisting of
approximately 50 microvilli. The lorica of D. grandis

contains 12 longitudinal and 4 transverse costae (ribs) [3]

a)Electronic mail: jhw@mek.dtu.dk

(Figure 1B). The upper part of the lorica is covered by
an organic investment composed of numerous filaments
(veil) woven tightly. As the flagellum beats, water en-
ters the lorica chamber from the large spacings between
the ribs in the lower part. The water is transported to-
ward the equator and then passes through the collar fil-
ter and finally exits from the chimney. Nielsen et al. [6]
demonstrated that the observed high flow rate through
the collar filter of D. grandis can be explained by the
inclusion of a flagellar vane, a structure that has been re-
ported in closely related organisms [4, 10–13], but has not
so far been observed in D. grandis. In the choanocytes
of the leucon sponge, Asadzadeh et al. [14] demonstrated
that the presence of the vane together with its interaction
with the fine-meshed collar are indispensable for provid-
ing sufficiently high pressure to drive the flow through
the sponge canal system [15–17].

The presence of the lorica has puzzled scientists for al-
most a century, and despite extensive research on the
morphology, construction, and assembly of the lorica,
there are only few and limited studies on its function-
ality [3]. Proposed functionalities are based on pure con-
jecture by analyzing morphological and ecological infor-
mation [3]. Thus far three functions of the lorica have
been proposed: First, the lorica functions as a drag-
anchor that counteracts propulsion such that the force
generated by the flagellum is rather spend on forcing wa-
ter through the collar filter [18]. Second, the presence
of the fine-meshed veil on the lorica acts in a hydrody-
namic sense by funneling the inflow through the lorica
and increases the water flow [18]. Third, the silicified lor-
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FIG. 1: Morphology of Diaphanoeca grandis. A)
Microscopic image (scale bar: 5µm). B) Model

morphology with collar filter composed of 50 microvilli
(blue), cell (green), flagellum (red), and lorica

containing 12 longitudinal and 4 transvesre ribs (grey)
with a fine network of filaments (the veil) on the lorica
dome (yellow) and chimney (pink). The arrows indicate

the direction of the flow.

ica likely reduces the sinking velocity, especially in those
species that possess spines [3], analogous to the function
of spines in many diatom species [19].

Although the above suggestions seem plausible, they
lack evidence and remain speculative. To examine the
actual effect of the lorica, one direct approach is to study
a loricate species with and without its lorica. However,
as pointed out by Pettitt et al. [20] this is not a feasi-
ble experiment. Here we choose an alternative approach
and use computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to study
the flow around a single but representative model organ-
ism (D. grandis) with and without its lorica to elucidate
the hydrodynamic functions of the lorica and test the va-
lidity of the proposed functionalities. Additionally, we
experimentally measured the forward swimming speed of
freely swimming individuals of D. grandis, and we used
the results to validate our CFD simulations.

We first investigate the permeability of the veil on the
lorica in a tethered D. grandis, and we find that it is
practically impermeable to the flow. Modeling the lorica
as an impermeable structure in the upper part, we then
study the effect of the lorica on the cell motion and power
consumption by the flagellum. We further study the flow
rate, the flow recirculation, and the resulting clearance
rate for the capture of motile and non-motile prey in
the freely swimming choanoflagellate. In most cases the
lorica has no beneficial role except in stabilizing the cell
motion. However, the stabilized cell motion reduces the
’back-flow’ through the filter and thus may increase the
efficiency of prey retention on the collar filter.

FIG. 2: CFD model morphology of Diaphanoeca grandis

with a 5-µm wide flagellar vane (red), the microvilli
(blue), and the cell (green) which are all subject to
no-slip boundary conditions, and the lorica dome

(yellow) and the chimney (pink) treated as porous baffle
with an adjustable porosity. The ribs in the lower part

of the lorica are neglected in the CFD model.

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS

In this section we explain the numerical approach and
the method employed for simulating a permeable lorica.
We further explain the technique developed to simulate
the freely swimming organism as well as our procedure
to simulate advective and diffusive prey capture. Finally,
we describe the experimental measurements of the swim-
ming speed of D. grandis.

A. Computational Fluid Dynamics

We use Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simu-
lations to study the flow around D. grandis. The do-
main is discretized by polyhedral cells and a finite vol-
ume method is used to discretize and solve the governing
equations on each cell by applying the commercial CFD
program STAR-CCM+ (12.02.010-R8).
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A (µm) L (µm) f (Hz) λ (µm) W (µm)
2.8 8.3 7.3 8.6 5

TABLE I: Characteristic parameters of the flagellum in
D. grandis [6]. A is the amplitude, L the length on the
central z-axis, f the frequency, λ the wavelength, and

W the width of the flagellar vane.

1. Governing equations and power expenditure

The governing equations of an incompressible Newto-
nian fluid with density ρ and viscosity µ are the continu-
ity and Navier-Stokes equations:

∇ · u = 0 (1)

ρ

(

∂u

∂t
+ (u · ∇)u

)

= −∇p+ µ∇2
u (2)

where u and p denote flow velocity and pressure, respec-
tively.
Figure 2 shows the CFD model of D. grandis with ap-

plied boundary conditions. Since the observed flow is
only obtained by inclusion of a vane on the flagellum and
not by a naked flagellum, we model this structure by a
5µm-wide sheet which beats in a plane [6]. We model
the lateral displacement of the flagellum during its beat
with the following traveling wave form:

d(z, t) = A[1 − e−(z−zB)/δ] sin (k(z − zB)− ωt) (3)

for z ≥ zB where zB is the z-coordinate of the flagellum
at its base where it is connected to the cell, δ = 1.0µm
the characteristic length scale of the amplitude modu-
lation, k = 2π/λ the wave number, and ω = 2πf the
angular frequency. The exponential term ensures that
the velocity of the flagellum is zero at its base. Table I
lists the characteristic parameters of the flagellum [6].
The details of the CFD model morphology for cell, filter
and lorica are provided in the Supplementary Informa-
tion (section IX). The Reynolds number is the ratio of
inertial to viscous forces, and in small scale flows around
flagellate cells it is much smaller than unity, ranging from
10−2 to 10−4 [21, 22]. Employing ρ = 997 kg/m3 and
µ = 0.001Pa · s, here Re = ρL2f/µ ∼ 5 × 10−4. There-
fore the inertial terms on the left hand side of Eq. (2)
are negligible and the governing equations reduce to the
Stokes equations that are time independent [8]. Hence,
it suffices to solve the flow around the choanoflagellate at
only some discrete positions of the periodically beating
flagellum during a half period. However, here we solve
the full Navier-Stokes equations including the unsteady
and the nonlinear inertial terms that are both embedded
in the STAR-CCM+ software. By retaining the unsteady
term and using mesh morphing, which redistributes mesh
vertices in response to the movement of the flagellum, the
new position of the flagellum is updated during each time

step. This method dramatically reduces the extra work
of otherwise constructing the new geometry and repeated
generation of the finite volume mesh.
The flagellar vane, the microvilli and the cell are sub-

ject to the no-slip boundary condition. The lorica in
the upper part is treated as a permeable surface with
an adjustable porosity to study the effect of the lorica
pore size on the flow, but as an impermeable surface in
the remainder of this study. The ribs in the lower part
are neglected in the CFD simulations. The whole organ-
ism is inserted inside a spherical domain, and a pressure
boundary condition is applied on the external boundary.
The computational domain is discretized with 4.8 and 2.3
million computational cells for loricate and non-loricate
cases, respectively. In both cases the force and the flow
rate are independent of the number of cells (∼ 2% vari-
ations). For the advection and diffusion problem, the
mesh is further refined on and in between the microvilli
and downstream of the collar, where the concentration
gradients are high, resulting in 12 and 13 million compu-
tational cells for loricate and non-loricate cases, respec-
tively. Finally, to ensure independence of the size of the
domain, we solve the governing equations on three dif-
ferent domain sizes with diameters of 60µm, 80µm and
120µm, and we find less than 1% variations in the results.
Therefore we use a domain with a diameter of 60µm.
Once the velocity field has been determined, the power

(P ) expended by the beating flagellum is calculated as
the surface integral over the flagellum area (Sfl) of its
local velocity (Eq. (3)) times the resultant stress vector
(σ ·n). We verify that the total power expenditure equals
the volume integral over the fluid domain (V ) of the vis-
cous dissipation:

P =

∫∫

Sfl

u · (σ · n) dS = 2µ

∫∫∫

V

E : E dV (4)

where n denotes the unit normal vector on the surface
Sfl pointing into the fluid and E = (∇u+ (∇u)T)/2 the
fluid strain rate tensor [23]. Equation (4) is valid for both
tethered and freely swimming organism.

2. Model of the lorica as a permeable structure

The veil in the upper part of the lorica is composed
of ∼ 0.01µm thick filaments with radius a = 0.005µm,
and it has a pore size h = 0.05-0.5µm [18]. To study the
effect of the porosity of the lorica on the flow around the
cell, we consider the lorica as a porous baffle that the flow
can pass through subject to a pressure drop. We model
this structure as a square network of cylinders of spacing
h. The pressure drop (∆pp) due to fluid flow through
such a network can be related to the velocity normal to
the network surface (vn) as:

∆pp =
16πµ

hΛe
vn (5)
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where Λe = 1 − 2 ln τ + τ2/6 − τ4/144 + τ6/1080 + ...

and τ = 2
√
2πa/h [24]. Equations (1) and (2) subject

to Eq. (5) are solved to obtain the velocity and pressure
fields.

3. Solution procedure to model free swimming

For swimming at low Reynolds numbers, the change
in the momentum is negligible compared to the pressure
and viscous forces. Therefore, at any instant of time,
the forces (F) and torques (L) of the fluid (as given by
viscous and pressure forces in the stress tensor) are bal-
anced by any external forces and torques acting on the
swimmer [8]:

(

F

Lcolorbar120

)

ext

+

(

F

L

)

fluid

= 0 (6)

The fluid forces and torques are calculated by integrating
the stress tensor over the swimmer surface:

F =

∫∫

S

σ · n dS, L =

∫∫

S

r× (σ · n) dS (7)

where r denotes the position on the surface S.
The motion of a microswimmer is a superposition of

a deformation and a rigid body motion. The rigid body
forces and torques are related to the translation velocity
and rotation rate through the resistive matrix R of the
body [8]. In our case the flagellum beats in xz-plane
and because of the mirror-symmetry with respect to this
plane, only translation and rotation in the xz-plane are
allowed. Therefore

Fext + Fdef +RU = 0 (8)

where

Fext =





Fx

Fz

Ly





ext

, Fdef =





Fx

Fz

Ly





def

, U =





Ux

Uz

Ωy





Here Fx and Fz denote x and z-component of the force,
and Ux, Uz are the x and z-component of the velocity,
respectively. Ly and Ωy are the torque and rotation rate
with respect to an arbitrary point. Here, we choose the
base of the flagellum (0, 0, zB) as the point about which
the organism rotates. The resistive matrix R is a square
3× 3 matrix:

R =





r11 r12 r13
r21 r22 r23
r31 r32 r33





The unknown matrix elements depend on the shape of
the organism and since the flagellum is constantly chang-
ing its shape, the matrix is also time-dependent. It can
be shown that R is always symmetric, resulting in 6 un-
knowns in the matrix [25]. In the absence of any external

forces and torque, the organism is freely swimming and
Eq. (8) reduces to:

Fdef +RÛ = 0 (9)

where

Û =





Ûx

Ûz

Ω̂y





represents the swimming vector. Equation (9) represents
3 equations with 12 unknowns. However, U in Eq. (8)
is arbitrary, and 4 appropriate choices of U yield 9 inde-
pendent equations to solve for all elements of the matrix
R and vector Fdef. This is equivalent to the problem of
towing the organism with some arbitrary velocity U and
imposing the external forces and torque that equal the
fluid forces and torque calculated by Eq. (7). Once these

quantities are found, the swimming vector Û is deter-
mined by Eq. (9).
The arbitrary choices of the vector U in Eq. (8) are as

follow:

1. U =





0
0
0



 gives Fdef

2. U =





1
0
0



 gives r11, r21 = r12 and r31 = r31

3. U =





0
1
0



 gives r22 and r32 = r23

4. U =





0
0
1



 gives r33

Finally, once the swimming vector Û is determined, one
more simulation is conducted to obtain the pressure and
velocity fields, and to extract the forces on the different
body parts of the choanoflagellate in the freely swim-
ming form. The above calculations have been performed
independently for 12 different positions of the flagellum
during the first half of its beat period.

4. Advection and diffusion of prey

In loricate choanoflagellates the structure of the lorica
is such as to guide the flow through the lorica chamber [3].
In D. grandis specifically, the beating flagellum sucks in
the water from the lower part of the lorica through the
equator and expels it out from the chimney resembling a
jet [6]. This arrangement may suggest that the cell is di-
recting the water far away from itself in order to prevent
refiltration of once filtered water, a phenomenon which
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the volume flow rate per se does not account for. To test
this hypothesis, we assume that prey concentration (C)
satisfies the advection-diffusion equation [26, 27]:

∂c

∂t
+ u · ∇c = D∇2c (10)

where c = C/C∞ is the dimensionless concentration field,
C∞ the concentration of the prey in the far field, and D
the diffusivity of the prey due to Brownian motion and
motility. The collar filter acts as a sink and consumes the
prey once it reaches it, essentially leading to a vanishing
value of c. To model this behaviour, we set c = 0 in a
thin volume inside the collar filter, in close proximity of
the microvilli using a source term that is active in this
region [28]. We set c = 1 on the outer boundary where
the flow enters the domain. Initially the concentration
inside the collar filter volume is zero and elsewhere c = 1.
Both the advective and the diffusive transport through
the filter contribute to the clearance rate:

Qnet = −
∫

Sfilter

(cu−D∇c) · n dS (11)

The simulations are performed for 40 beat cycles at which
time the flow is sufficiently developed and periodicity in
the net clearance rate has been obtained.

B. Observed swimming speed

Diaphanoeca grandis (American Type Culture Collec-
tion no. 50111) was cultured non-axenically in the dark
at 10◦C, using B1 medium with a salinity of 32. Organ-
ically grown, autoclaved rice grains were added as bac-
terial substrate [6]. To determine the swimming speed,
freely swimming D. grandis cells were observed using an
Olympus IX-71 inverted microscope equipped with a UP-
LSAPO60XO/1.35 oil-immersion objective and a U-ECA
magnifying lens. Image sequences were recorded at 100
frames per second and a resolution of 1024 × 800 pix-
els using a Phantom v210 high-speed camera. Observa-
tions were done in a chamber constructed from a 5 mm
high polycarbonate ring (diameter ∼1 cm) mounted with
non-hardening silicone between an objective slide and a
coverslip.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Permeability of the lorica

In this section we simulate a tethered D. grandis and
model the lorica as a porous structure with a range of
pore sizes between 0.05 and 0.5µm. Figure 3 depicts the
velocity field in the xz-plane for the two different pore
sizes of 0.05 and 0.5µm averaged over the flagellum beat
cycle. A pore size of 0.05µm practically acts as an imper-
meable structure (Figure 3A). However, as the porosity

increases from 0.05 to 0.5µm, the lorica becomes perme-
able to the flow (Figure 3B), in response to the negative
pressure created below the lorica dome (Eq. (5)). Con-
sequently, a portion of the flow reaching the collar filter
passes through the lorica dome which results in less flow
entering the collar filter through the equator plane. Fig-
ure 3C shows the time-averaged flow rate through the
equator plane, the collar filter, and the lorica dome for a
complete beat cycle. The flow through the filter is almost
independent of the lorica porosity, and for all cases it is
very close to the volume flow rate approximated by the
pumping mechanism value of QV = AWλf = 879µm3/s
proposed by Nielsen et al. [6] (Eq. 5 therein). This is
because the flagellum acts nearly as a positive displace-
ment pump in a system of small overall resistance as flow
shifts between paths for changing lorica porosity.
Since only the collar filter captures prey, the lorica

blocks prey larger than its pore size (i.e. typical bacteria-
sized prey) from reaching the filter. Thus, only flow pass-
ing the equator plane provides nutrition for the cell, and
this decreases as the porosity of the veil increases. This
suggests that the lorica costae either should be covered
with a fine mesh, virtually impermeable to the flow, or
with a very coarse mesh not to intervene in the prey
capture process. An intermediate pore size allows water
to pass through while intercepting bacteria-sized prey,
consequently impairing the feeding process. In fact, the
lorica either contains a fine veil, as compared to the fil-
ter spacing, or in some species it appears as an open
structure [3]. Nevertheless, even with a medium pore
size, more than 80% of the flow goes through the equator
plane. Therefore, modeling the lorica as an impermeable
structure in the CFD study is an acceptable approxima-
tion to the actual structure, and henceforth, employing
the previously used CFD model [6], we consider the lorica
as an impermeable baffle subject to the no-slip boundary
condition.

B. Swimming motion and power expenditure

Loricate choanoflagellates are generally slow swimmers
compared to non-loricate species [3, 18]. Figure 4 shows
the velocity components and the rotation rate of our
modeled freely swimming D. grandis with and with-
out its lorica. The forward swimming velocity (Ûz) of
D. grandis varies slightly during the half cycle with a
mean value of 3.0µm/s (Figure 4A). This is in agreement
with experiments where the forward swimming velocity
Uexp = 2.2 ± 1.1µm/s was obtained as the average of 6
different individuals of D. grandis. The forward swim-
ming is the dominant motion of the choanoflagellate and
the lateral velocity and rotation are relatively small (Fig-
ures 4B and 4C). As a result, D. grandis swims smoothly
forward along a rather straight line without additional
motion (Movies S1 and S2). When the lorica is removed,
the choanoflagellate appears to remain a slow swimmer
with a mean forward swimming velocity of 3.1µm/s very
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FIG. 3: Dependence of flow velocities and flow rates on the permeability of the lorica. Velocity field in the xz-plane
for the lorica pore sizes of 0.05µm (A) and 0.5µm (B) time-averaged over the flagellum beat cycle. For clarity, the
velocity magnitudes higher than 10µm/s are omitted. (C) Mean flow rate through the filter, equator plane and
lorica dome for different pore sizes of the lorica. As the pore size increases, the volume flow rate through the equator
plane decreases while more flow permeates through the lorica dome which intercepts the prey particles larger than
its pore size. The flow through the collar filter is independent of the lorica pore size and very close to the case of an
impermeable lorica.

close to that of the loricate one. However, in this case,
the lateral velocity components and rotation rate are sig-
nificant and the cell wiggles from side to side as it swims
forward (Movie S3). Hence, the lorica appears to stabi-
lize the movement of the cell.

It is striking that the forward swimming velocity of D.

grandis is almost independent of the presence of a lor-
ica since previously it has been suggested that the lorica
slows down the forward motion by imposing a significant
drag that counteracts the locomotory flagellum force [18].
Table II lists the force in the swimming direction on dif-
ferent parts of D. grandis with and without its lorica in
the freely swimming form, as well as in the case of exter-
nally towed, rigid body with a mean swimming velocity
of 3µm/s. In the freely swimming D. grandis the flagel-
lum force nearly balances the drag on the body and filter,
while the drag on the lorica is insignificant.

The reason that the large lorica does not create signif-
icant drag is that the flow is driven ”internally” by the
beating flagellum. The resulting flow differs markedly
from the flow around the towed cell (Figure 5). In the
latter, the drag force is owing to positive contributions of
both the pressure and shear forces [25]. However, in an
internal flow, the pressure contribution can counteract
the viscous forces depending on the shape of the object
and its interaction with other body parts, resulting in a
smaller net drag force. This is the case for the lorica,
for which the flow is internal. The time-averaged pres-
sure field in the xz-plane reveals a low pressure region

right below the lorica dome which creates a suction re-
gion pulling the lorica down (Figure 6). As a result, the
pressure force acts in the opposite direction of the flow
and counteracts the shear drag such that the net drag on
the lorica is comparably small.

When D. grandis is towed (or is exposed to an external
flow), the drag on the lorica plays a significant role, con-
tributing 86% to the total drag (Table II). However, the
force on the lorica is very small in comparison with the
force due to the beating flagellum of the freely swimming
organism. In addition, the presence of the lorica signifi-
cantly decreases the drag force on the filter and the cell by
factors of 7.7 and 7.1, respectively. The lorica increases
the total external drag force on the choanoflagellate by
52% (Table II).

Finally, Figure 7 shows the mechanical power con-
sumption by the flagellum over a half cycle for D. grandis

with and without its lorica; the average power consump-
tion is 2.20 and 1.75 fW, respectively. To compare these
values to the metabolic budget of the choanoflagellate,
we use the size dependent mass-specific metabolic rate
for the flagellate, RR = 173M0.17 [29], where RR is the
specific respiration rate in µl O2 mgC−1 h−1 and M the
body mass of the organism in mgC. As an estimate of
the carbon content, we take 10% of the organism mass,
resulting in 9.2×10−9mgC. To relate the respiration rate
to metabolic rate, we use a standard oxycalorific value of
13.8 JmgO−1

2 [30, p. 592] which gives a value of 375 fW,
two orders of magnitudes bigger than the power expen-
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FIG. 4: Velocity components and rotation rate during one half cycle for Diaphanoeca grandis with and without its
lorica. The presence of the lorica does not significantly alter the swimming velocity (A), but it dampens significantly
the lateral velocity (B) and the rotation rate (C).

Case
Force (pN)

Flagellum Cell Filter Lorica Total

Freely swimming
With lorica -12.091 4.343 7.169 0.580 0.001

Without lorica -8.522 3.344 5.173 - 0.004

Towed
With lorica 0.027 0.008 0.027 0.382 0.444

Without lorica 0.027 0.057 0.208 - 0.292

TABLE II: The z-component of the force on different parts of Diaphanoeca grandis with and without its lorica in
the freely swimming and towed choanoflagellate with velocity of 3µm/s in the swimming direction.

diture by the flagellum. Even though the efficiency of
conversion is not 100%, the relative cost of beating the
flagellum is low, and therefore the additional power con-
sumption with the lorica is insignificant.

C. Clearance rate

This section presents the effect of the lorica on the
clearance rate in the freely swimming choanoflagellate.
First we discuss the flow rate through the collar filter,
i.e. neglecting the diffusion and depletion of the prey,
and then on the net clearance rate where advection and
diffusion of the prey are considered.

1. Flow rate through the collar filter

In the absence of prey diffusion, Eq. (11) gives the
volume flow rate Q by setting c = 1 (the case D = 0.0
marked with asterisk in Table III). The lorica has a slight
effect on the volume flow rate increasing it only by ∼5%.
This is consistent with the result of section III A where

the flow passing through the filter is shown to be unaf-
fected by the lorica porosity.
Another important aspect is that the slow swimming

motion of D. grandis does not significantly increase the
volume flow rate as compared to the tethered value of
Q = 898µm3/s in the previous study [6]. This is because
of a significant resistance by the cell, the filter and the
lorica to the swimming, and most of the flow bypasses
the collar filter (Figure 5, C and D).

2. Advection and diffusion effect

The volume flow rate does not reveal possible effects of
flow recirculation and prey diffusivity on feeding. Flow
recirculation, i.e. backflow from downstream of the chim-
ney toward the upstream of the lorica, can potentially
imply refiltration of already filtered water. To determine
a more correct volume cleared for prey, we study the net
clearance rate Qnet of Eq. (11) including advection and
diffusion of the prey. Table III lists the net clearance rate
for different values of prey diffusivity. First we consider
only advection of a passive prey (D = 0.0), i.e. in the
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FIG. 5: Flow fields in the freely swimming and towed choanoflagellates in the frame of reference moving with the
cell. A and B) Velocity field around freely swimming Diaphanoeca grandis with and without its lorica averaged over
the flagellum beat cycle. C and D) Velocity field around the towed D. grandis with and without its lorica with a
velocity of 3µm/s. The flow near and through the lorica and the filter is dominated by the beating flagellum.

Moreover, when towed, the presence of the lorica reduces the flow velocity over the cell and hence reducing the force
on the cell and the collar filter.

limit of infinite Péclet number. This case is suitable to
study the possible recirculation of the flow. Here there is
only a minor difference (-5.2%) in the net clearance rate
of D. grandis with and without its lorica. The function
of the lorica is thus not to prevent recirculation.

The case D = 0.4µm2/s in Table III corresponds to
the effective diffusivity due to the Brownian motion of a
typical spherical prey of 0.5µm in diameter at 16 ◦C. In

this regime the advective transport is dominant, and the
difference in the clearance rate is still small. Although
the chimney in D. grandis directs the flow far from the
choanoflagellate resembling a jet, there is still no sign of
recirculation even after the lorica is removed (Figure 8A).
However, as we increase the diffusivity D, i.e. smaller
Péclet number, the clearance rate becomes dominated by
the diffusion mechanism. At D = 30µm2/s, which is the
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FIG. 6: The time-averaged pressure field in the
xz-plane around the freely swimming D. grandis reveals
a low pressure region right below the lorica dome which
results in a pressure force in the swimming direction.

For clarity, the pressure inside the filter and chimney is
not shown.
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FIG. 7: Power consumption by the flagellum for
Diaphanoeca grandis with and without its lorica. The
presence of the lorica increases the average required
power by ∼ 25%, however the power magnitudes are
insignificant when compared to the metabolic rate.

effective diffusivity of a typical motile prey with swim-
ming speed 44µm/s and run time 0.04 s [31], the net
clearance rate of the non-loricate choanoflagellate sur-
passes the loricate one by 67% (Table III). In a pure dif-
fusive transport regime, the flux through a spherical sink
in an infinite domain is Qdiff = 4πDRsink where Rsink is
the radius of the sink [32]. Employing a mean filter radius

D (µm2/s) Qnet (µm
3/s) ∆ (%)

with lorica without lorica
0.0* 902 867 -3.9
0.0 900 853 -5.2
0.4 904 860 -4.9
4.0 920 950 3.3
30.0 1290 2150 66.7

TABLE III: Mean clearance rate Qnet for different
values of diffusivity D. ∆ is percentage difference in
Qnet with and without lorica. *corresponds to the

volume flow rate Q which is obtained by setting c = 1
in Eq. (11).

of Rf = 4.3µm and a diffusivity of D = 30µm2/s, for the
case without the lorica we find Qdiff = 1620µm3/s com-
parable with the total clearance rate indicating the com-
plete dominance of diffusive transport when prey motility
is considered. In such a diffusion dominated regime, the
lorica suppresses the prey transfer toward the filter (Fig-
ure 8B). This suggests that loricate choanoflagellates are
inefficient feeders on motile bacteria.

D. Prey retention

Thus far, our results on clearance rates for differ-
ent scenarios and energy expenditure reveal no signifi-
cant advantage of the lorica, but rather the opposite for
motile prey. However, the clearance rate estimated above
assumes that all encountered prey are captured. One
should also consider the efficiency of prey capture, that
is the ratio of the number of prey particles captured to
those encountered. Filter feeding consists of three succes-
sive steps: prey encounter, retention and handling [33].
Once the prey is in contact with the microvilli during
the encounter process, the cell must retain and transfer
it down to the base of the collar toward the cell where
it is phagocytosed. This process may take several sec-
onds [20], and in the choanoflagellate Salpingoeca rosetta,
Dayel et al. [34] report that the movement of bacteria
prey to the base and engulfing takes on average 12.5 s
and 20 s, respectively. Given that the flagellum beat pe-
riod in choanoflagellates is a fraction of a second, the
prey experiences hundreds of beat cycles as it is being
moved along the collar, with a potential to be lost before
being engulfed. We speculate that the lorica increases
the efficiency of prey capture by three mechanisms.

Firstly, without lorica, the cell and specifically the
microvilli exhibit intense movements from side to side,
which possibly hinders prey retention and transportation
down to the base of the collar. However in the loricate
cells, the lorica stabilizes the cell motion by reducing the
lateral motion of the cell and microvilli which could re-
duce the risk of prey escape. Being thecate or part of a
colony could have a similar effect where the cells attach
to a substrate or stick together via filopodia and inter-
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FIG. 8: Prey concentration (c) in the xz-plane around the freely swimming Diaphanoeca grandis. A) D = 0.4µm2/s
which corresponds to the effective diffusivity of typical passive prey due to Brownian motion. B) D = 30µm2/s

which corresponds to the effective diffusivity of typical motile prey. For each case, the left and right half of the plot
shows the result with and without its lorica, respectively. At small diffusivity (high Pe), the advection is the

dominating transport factor while at higher diffusivity (low Pe), the diffusion becomes dominant. In this case the
lorica would act as an insulation to prey diffusion towards the filter, thus reducing the net clearance rate as

compared to that of the non-loricate case.

cellular bridges [35–37]. Attachment or colony formation
stabilizes the individual cell and the collar motion, po-
tentially increasing the retention efficiency. This could
also be the reason why the flagella beat is not synchro-
nized in colonies [38, 39], as the lateral force and torque
from neighbouring cells would stack rather than cancel
out.

Secondly, while the flagellum is beating, in some areas
at the distal part of the microvilli, the flow direction is
outward from the collar. This phenomenon is observed
in both loricate and non-loricate cells, but it is much
more intense in the latter. Figure 9 depicts snapshots of
the velocity field between the microvilli in the xz plane.
Without lorica, the velocity in the upper part of the collar
is outward and bigger in magnitude than for the loricate
one. Including the lorica mitigates this effect not only
by lowering the velocity magnitude, but also by slight
downward deflection of the flow. This may increase the
likelihood of prey retention on the collar. For the cell to
retain a passive prey that encounters the outer surface
of the microvilli, the adhesive force by the collar must
equal or exceed the local fluid forces resisting the adhe-
sion [33]. For a given adhesive force, the smaller the local
fluid forces on the particle, the bigger the likelihood of
the bacteria retention on the collar. The lorica reduces
velocities on the distal part of the filter, and thus could
improve prey retention. Poor particle retention and loss
of bacteria from the distal part of the collar has been ob-
served in some species of non-loricate choanoflagellates
such as Salpingoeca amphoridium [40] and S. rosetta sin-

gle cells and colonies [34]. Another remedy to this prob-
lem would be to have the prey capture zone mostly on
the lower part of the microvilli where there is no outflow;
the veil in the loricate choanoflagellateDidymoeca costata

guides the inflow directly toward the collar base [3] where
the prey is immediately captured and ingested.

Thirdly, the lorica chamber, especially in species with
a veil on the inner surface of the lorica such as D. grandis,

D. costata and Crinolina aperta, is similar to a trap; even
if the prey escapes from the collar, the lorica veil does not
allow it to go beyond reach and it is more likely for the
choanoflagellate to recapture its prey.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this study, using detailed CFD simulations, we ex-
plore the hydrodynamic function of the lorica in the
standard tectiform loricate choanoflagellate Diaphanoeca

grandis. Our results provide no support for the sev-
eral previous hypotheses regarding the effects of the
choanoflagellate lorica. Rather, our simulations sug-
gest that the main function of the lorica is to enhance
the capture efficiency, but this happens at the cost of
lower encounter rate with motile prey. We note that our
study concerns mainly hydrodynamic effects of the lorica.
There could well be other effects of the lorica, including
e.g. protection against predators.
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FIG. 9: Snapshot of the velocity field between the microvilli in the flagellar beat plane (xz-plane) of Diaphanoeca

grandis with (A) and without (B) its lorica. The lorica mitigates the outward flow from the distal part of the
microvilli, potentially increasing the chance of retaining the prey on the collar.
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IX. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

Model morphology of Diaphanoeca grandis

To prepare the geometry of D. grandis for CFD simu-
lations, we use data collated from six individuals that are
viewed from the side [6]. We assume that the cell surface
and the outline of the lorica have rotational symmetry
about the longitudinal axis. In polar spherical coordi-
nates, the cell and the outline of the lorica are described
as:

R(θ) = R0(1 + α1 cos θ + α2 cos 2θ + α3 cos 3θ) (S1)

where θ is the polar angle, and R0, α1, α2 and α3 are
shape parameters. Table S1 describes the shape parame-
ters used for the cell and the lorica dome. The centerline
of a single microvillus with circular cross-section of radius
0.075µm is described as:

RF (θ) = RC(θC) + [RL(θL)−RC(θC)]
θ − θC
θL − θC

(S2)

where θL = 25 deg and θC = 76 deg are angles where
the microvillus connects to the cell and the lorica, re-
spectively. This microvillus is then copied in a circular
pattern to obtain 50 evenly distributed microvilli to con-
struct the collar filter.

case R0 (µm) α1 α2 α3

Cell 2.8 -0.24 0.10 -0.10
Lorica 8.1 0.15 0.05 0.00

TABLE S1: Average morphology parameters used to
describe the cell and outline of the lorica

Movies

Movie S1 shows a video recording of freely swimming
individual of D. grandis. Movies S2 and S3 show the
CFD simulation of the freely swimming D. grandis with
and without its lorica, respectively.


